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Abstract 

Not all measured system variables and sensing methods are equally suitable for diagnostic 

and prognostic tasks within SHM systems. Physical processes occurred in a system can be 

described using the signals captured by varying sensing technologies. Some differences 

concerning different SHM methodologies are noticeable with regard to the fault/failure 

sensitivity and detection accuracy, fault criticality quantification, as well as lifetime prognosis 

accuracy. Accordingly, not all features extracted from the signals are equally capable to 

describe gradual system deterioration. System parameters to be monitored as well as their 

qualification with respect to lifetime prognosis are in focus of this contribution. For these 

purposes, successful identification of system variables able to describe lifetime related 

input/output relations (system variables/remaining useful lifetime) leads to more accurate 

lifetime prognosis and optimized operation and maintenance actions. The system discussed is 

a tribological system consisting of two metallic plates sliding against each other. The effects 

occurred due to programmable motion of metallic plates in this contribution are inferred 

based on measurements of two system variables: Acoustic Emission (AE) and hydraulic 

system pressure. Aforementioned variables are compared in terms of fault and failure 

detection accuracy, severity estimation, as well as of capability to distinct different 

fault/failure modes. Special emphasis herein is given to the analysis of the features most 

capable to describe continuous often not monotonic propagation of faults. Accordingly, 

relevant features for diagnosis and prognosis tasks are revealed along with the calculation of 

features monotonicity reflecting increasing and decreasing trends of a particular feature. Up 

to now, capability of AE signal, in detail the related frequency spectrum is used to identify 

and classify changes, as well as to monitor damage propagation continuously, is already 

considered. The same consideration using hydraulic pressure measurements from identical 

test runs and macro-filtering data is carried out. 

As the comparison of AE and hydraulic pressure measurements, especially taking in 

consideration identical time scales, is not considered, the main goal of this contribution is to 

compare AE and hydraulic pressure measurements in time-domain as well as to calculate and 

analyze different features obtained from these measurements. As such, a detailed analysis of 

hydraulic pressure measurements in terms of fault propagation continuous monitoring and 

lifetime prognosis and comparison with AE measurements is given, stating their identities, 

advantages, and disadvantages. The experimental results show that both measurement 

strategies provide similar information with respect to the time of occurrence of changes in the 

process. 

Keywords: Tribological system, System operation data, Diagnosis, Prognosis 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In systems consisting of structural components exhibiting any type of relative motion, such as 
rolling or sliding, aging effects reflected in the degradation up to the loss of material become 
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noticeable. Such degradation or loss of material is in literature often known as wear and 
involves not only mechanical related effects, but also thermal and chemical ones. Over the 
time due to short- or long-term system usage, aforementioned wear effects strongly contribute 
to decreased reliability and ultimately to a complete loss of system functionality, otherwise 
noted as system failure. After the failure is occurred, by definition technical systems are not 
anymore capable to perform predefined functionalities. Accordingly, immediate and 
inevitable component replacement or even phasing out the complete system may be required. 
Thus, an examination of wear processes with respect to applied loading profiles as well as 
operating parameters becomes obvious. 
Fault detection and material changes classification belong to diagnosis tasks and are 
correlated to a particular system health state. These changes in literature are known as surface 
fatigue, abrasion, and adhesion. The knowledge about system health is closely related to the 
failure occurrence serving as a precondition for the prediction of the moment in time at which 
the failure happens. 
Accordingly, monitoring of wear degree and wear propagation using measurements of 
different system variables is often carried out [1, 2]. System variables to be monitored are 
primarily operation variables able to describe underlying processes correlated to material 
degradation and wear. Therefore, main focus of this contribution is the comparison of AE and 
hydraulic pressure measurements aiming to determine the capability of one or the other to 
detect certain failure-related effects. Hence, along with suitably chosen system variables to be 
monitored, extraction and selection of appropriate features for diagnosis and prognosis plays 
an important role [3]. 
This contribution is organized as follows: i) after introduction, quantitative indicators of 
features suitability primarily for prognosis, but also for diagnosis, are introduced in the second 
section, ii) afterwards, experimental setup is introduced in the third section, and iii) 
comparison of AE and hydraulic pressure measurements followed by the discussion about 
features selection and obtained results are presented in the fourth section. The contribution 
closes with summary and conclusion.   

2. QUANTITATIVE EXAMINATION OF FEATURES FOR DIAGNOSTICS AND 

PROGNOSTICS 

Different features can be extracted from monitored variables. Not all of them are equally 
suitable to describe gradual component or system degradation which is crucial for prognosis. 
Hence, feature extraction and selection highly depend on the quality of measured data 
including redundant, irrelevant, or noisy data [4]. A variety of approaches towards data 
clustering, classification and pattern recognition are known in literature, but are beyond the 
scope of this contribution; therefore are also not further elaborated here. The focus in this 
paper is related to quantitative examinations of selected (randomly chosen) features with 
respect to their feasibility for prognosis purposes. 
The feasibility of particular features concerning diagnostic and prognostic tasks as well as 
evaluation of individual features is discussed in Coble et al. [5, 6], Javed et al. [7], or 
McCarter et al. [8]. 
Coble et al. [5, 6] discuss quantitative measures of feature feasibility for prognostic purposes 
by introducing the parameters capable to describe certain features quantitatively: foremost 
monotonicity and trendability. Whilst monotonicity is a quantitative indicator denoting 
increasing or decreasing trend of selected features (measured parameters), trendability 
expresses the degree of similarity between features of a population of systems. If such 
similarities exist, they can be “modeled by the same underlying functional form” [5]. In this 
contribution, monotonicity as a quantitative measure of feature suitability to describe gradual 
system/component degradation is discussed. 
According to [5, 6], monotonicity is defined as 



������������ = 	��	�� ��� > 0� − 1 −	��	�� ��� < 0� − 1 	, (1) 

where k denotes extracted feature, n denotes a number of feature values, and ���  is the first 

derivative of analyzed feature.  
In this contribution k denotes features obtained using Acoustic Emission and hydraulic 
pressure measurements, which are compared in terms of their capability for prognosis 
purposes. Certain features to be analyzed are listed in the following sections (3.1 and 3.2). 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

System measurements capable to reveal wear effects occurred in a concrete tribological 
system, herein hydraulic pressure and AE measurements, are gathered from a test rig setted up 
at University of Duisburg-Essen, as depicted in Fig. 1. 
 

 

Figure 1: Data acquisition and control (Chair SRS, U DuE, Germany) 

The system consist of two metallic plates of different sizes sliding against each other. Surface 
areas of plates are in ratio of 1:5, whereas the plate with larger surface area is fixed, whilst the 
other one is driven by hydraulic cylinder. Targeting to accelerate aging processes, normal 
force is applied. Linear motion of the plate is programmable. As such, the plate moves 
forwards and backwards in a predefined time interval, which is followed by an idle time 
whereas no plate movement is performed. Parameters to be varied are oil type, lubrication 
interval, normal force, and idle/active time intervals. Experimental data used in this 
contribution originate from the experiments done under variable friction and lubrication 
conditions with idle time of 70s and active time of of 40s (plate movement performed). 
Additionally, the system is equiped with several sensors to capture operation parameters as 
well as variables related to system health state monitoring. As such, the pressure in both 
hydraulic chambers, temperature around inspecting surfaces, and the position of moving body 
are measured. Along with capturing of aforementioned variables, AE waves induced and 
propagated within the structure due to an existence of anomalies are also captured. Generation 
of control signals and hydraulic pressure data acquisition is completely separated from the 
data acquisition of AE signals.  

3.1 Specific features of Acoustic Emission and hydraulic pressure measurements  

Acoustic Emission signal is measured using piezoelectric sensor. Concerning low amplitude 
of AE signal along with high-frequency bandwidth in which AE is located, measurement 



chain involves preamplifier and FPGA-module with integrated A/D converters operable in 
high-frequency bandwidth. Further, AE signals are not measured during idle time interval but 
only during time interval in which the plate moves. 
According to [9], time-frequency-based features extracted from AE signal are capable to 
reveal changes occurred within material/structure. This includes Short-time Fourier 
Transform (STFT), Discrete/Continuous Wavelet Transform (DWT/CWT), Hilbert-Huang 
Transform, and similar techniques. The features extracted from AE signal in [9] and herein 
compared with hydraulic-pressure-based features are calculated using STFT. 
Short-time Fourier Transform applied to AE signal extracts the features correlated to the 
energy of AE signal. By defining the cycle as time interval between two consecutive idle 
times, energy of Acoustic Emission signal is extracted cycle-wise. This means, STFT is 
applied to the data belonging to a cycle of interest. Further, on STFT-transformed AE signal 
calculation of root mean square value is applied to obtain feature value characteristics for a 
given cycle [9]. As such, only one value per cycle is extracted and accompanied to a given 
cycle. 
Hydraulic pressure captured along with AE measurements is proportional to applied normal 
force. Conversely to time-frequency-based AE signal analysis, hydraulic-pressure-based 
feature extraction considers the analysis in time domain. Characteristic values are in case of 
hydraulic pressure measurements calculated using sliding-window function over the data 
corresponding to a particular cycle. By analyzing time intervals of 20s from each cycle and 
applying window function, arithmetic mean values are firstly calculated. Further, arithmetic 
mean of previously calculated mean values is calculated, so that only one characteristic value 
per cycle is extracted. 

3.2 Additional features to be analyzed 

Based on aforementioned cycle-based characteristic values, additional features are calculated 
and analyzed. Here, primarily the monotonicity of individual features is calculated concerning 
the data belonging to different experiments. All available data sets (both AE and hydraulic 
pressure measurements as well as the data sets originating from all available experiments) are 
considered. Additionally, the similarity and trend between the features belonging to different 
experiments and representing simultaneously the measurements of different nature: 
AE/hydraulic pressure, are revealed. 
Characteristic values are used to obtain: i) differential of characteristic values, ii) cumulative 
sum of energy of AE/macro-filtered hydraulic data, and iii) time-frequency-based features 
obtained using Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT). Time-frequency-based features are 
related to the sum of CWT coefficients corresponding to different CWT scales (e.g. frequency 
bandwidths). Sum of CWT coefficients mentioned above includes the scales between 15 and 
30, 10 and 40, as well as 50 and 55. One CWT-based feature relates to the complete 
frequency bandwidth (all CWT scales). 



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

At a first glance, direct comparison of AE and hydraulic pressure data shows that specific 
events noticeable over service lifetimecan be captured using any of two above mentioned 
approaches: AE or hydraulic pressure measurements. If both measured data are depicted in 
the same figure taking in consideration the same time scale and normalized measured values, 
the detection of those events at nearly the same time points becomes evident. Such 
representation of the data is illustrated in Figures 2-4. 

 

Figure 2: Comparison of AE and hydraulic data (Z15): complete measurements 
captured over service lifetime (left side), and detail insight into the data (right side) 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of AE and hydraulic data (Z20): complete measurements 
captured over service lifetime (left side), and detail insight into the data (right side) 



Timespans in which no data are available are the timespans where the experiment was 
stopped for some reason. Calculation of monotonicity parameters is carried out after the data 
cleansing, so that redundant, missing, or irrelevant data are omitted from an analysis. 

 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of AE and hydraulic data (Z21): complete measurements 
captured over service lifetime (left side), and detail insight into the data (right side) 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of AE and hydraulic data (Z22): complete measurements 
captured over service lifetime (left side), and detail insight into the data (right side) 

Based on above depicted set of measured data and the features extracted from the same, 
monotonicity parameters are calculated. Using monotonicity metrics, the difference between 
calculated features concerning their sensitivity to the degradation is revealed. Calculated 
monotonicity values of individual features are listed in Table 1. The closer the value is to one 
(monotonicity = 1), the more suitable is the feature for prognosis.  
As may be seen from the Table 1, cumulative sum of AE energy over the time as well as 
macro-filtered hydraulic pressure data give the best results concerning monotonicity metrics 
of the data (grey marked row in Table 1). Conversely, all other selected features show poor 
results with respect to its suitability for prognostics. This does not mean, that these features 
are not utilizable for diagnostic purposes, but the metrics to be used in that case obviously has 
to be adapted. Additionaly, similar results concerning particular monotonocity values are 
noticeable regardless of the nature of operational measurements (AE or hydraulic pressure). 
Such results shows that cumulative sum and macro-filtered hydraulic pressure data are the 



best suitable for prognostics. 

 Z15 AE Z15 MD Z20 AE Z20 MD Z21 AE Z21 MD Z22 AE Z22 MD 
Characteristic values 
itself 

0.0086 0.0125 0.0089 0.002 0.0177 0.0125 0.0179 0.102 

Cumulative sum of AE 
energy/macro-filtered 
data 

1 0.9816 0.87 0.9701 1 0.95 0.9999 0.9832 

Sum of CWT scales 
between 10 and 40 

0.005 0.0587 0.0082 0.0352 0.0182 0.0013 0.002 0.0845 

Sum of CWT scales 
between 15 and 30 

0.0033 0.0138 0.02 0.0075 0.0074 0.0049 0.0014 0.0044 

Sum of CWT scales 
between 50 and 55 

0.0029 0.0073 0.0151 0.0053 0.0137 0.0152 0.022 0.0074 

Sum of all CWT  
scales 

0.0245 0.0178 0.0474 0.0276 0.0261 0.0022 0.0021 0.0391 

Table 1: Monotonicity metrics of features: Time-frequency-based 
features corresponds to the sum of different CWT scales  

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this contribution, the capability of different operation variables, namely AE and hydraulic 
pressure, to monitor continuously gradual degradation of metallic structures in tribological 
system is inferred. The measurements are gathered from different test runs and are both 
analyzed in terms of measurement utilization for diagnosis and prognosis purposes. 
Direct comparison of AE and hydraulic pressure data shows that the effects occurred over 
service lifetime are noticeable nearly at the same time regardless of the type of monitoring 
method (AE or hydraulic pressure). Hence, quantitative estimation of features taking in 
consideration their suitability for diagnosis and prognosis based on monotonicity metrics 
shows that cumulative sum of AE energy as well as macro-filtered hydraulic pressure data 
outputs the best results. By detail analysis of monotonicity metrics for all chosen features, 
similar trend between AE and hydraulic pressure-based features is visible. 
For future work, the calculation of trendability metrics concerning available data sets is 
suggested. In this case, trendability values obtained using data sets originating from 
experiments done under different operating conditions allow a quantitative proof whether one 
unique mathematical form is suitable to describe the diversity of the data sets. 
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